From: "zsyouxie@qq.com" <zsyouxie@qq.com>
Date: February 3, 2020 at 6:55:18 PM PST
To: "Wang, James" <James.Wang@burnaby.ca>
Cc: "Fourt, Aaron" <Aaron.Fourt@burnaby.ca>
Subject: Medical Face Masks Sourcing from Zhongshan
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it to phishing@burnaby.ca

Dear James and Aaron,
Greetings from Zhongshan!
As you might read on the news, China is suffering from the coronavirus epidemic and
we are in shortage of medical face masks at the moment. In Zhongshan, we have
around 30 confirmed cases while the medical face mask inventory is going to see a
shortage soon. Medical Face Masks, especially domestic N95 masks producers are
transporting to Hubei as they need it most. Therefore, we are seeking overseas
assistance of sourcing for the following masks and protective clothing for our medical
staff.
We sincerely appreciate if our sister city might:
1. Contact local hospitals and see if they have medical suppliers info for the following
products.
2. Provide any company info that produce(or sell) the following products
If you have certain leads already, please ask them to send the following info to:
zsyouxie@qq.com
1. Face Mask Sample Photo
2. Quotes for airfreight to Zhongshan, China
3. Stock quantity for the moment and production capability of the factory, and how many
days estimated to delivery to Zhongshan, China.
4. 【MOST IMPORTANT】Certificates PDF file (US/EU/Japanese standard) Detailed
certificates are shown bellow
Product
AMERICAN
EU
STANDARD
STANDARD
Medical Protective
Clothing
Medical Surgical Mark
Medical Protective
N95 Mask
Best regards,

DuPont Tyvek 1422A Coverall
(Specific Brand and type)
ASTM F2100 - EN-14683Ⅱ , level 12&3 2014
NIOSH 42CFR EN:149:2001,
B4, N95
FFP2, FFP3
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